
Wood Watcher - measure volume of woodpiles and
wood transports fast, precise, and easy
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Wood Watcher
Wood Watcher offers a complete digital solution to measure wood piles and wood transports using an Android phone, iPhone or iPad.

Main benefit: Manual wood volume measuring is labour-intensive and time-consuming, however, volumes can be easily measured digitally in minutes on a

smartphone using Wood Watcher.

Easy process:

1. Point the camera from your phone or tablet to any wood stack or wood truck and take a picture

2. The artificial intelligence algorithms analyze every pixel and detect all the wood logs (even partially obscured or dirt or snow-covered)

3. Input the digital reference and the length of the logs

4. Instantly receive the number of logs, the volume in cubic meters, the pile density and contour, and a detailed report of each piece of wood

5. Save and share the measurement data to the cloud or with business partners

 

The benefits are: 

1. Time efficiency. Time is the most important factor in any business. Manually measuring a woodpile or wood transport truck takes anywhere from 30

minutes to 120 minutes, but with Wood Watcher, it takes under 1 minute.

2. Costs savings. Manual methods require significant manpower – at least a crane operator and one (or two) employees to measure for 30-120 minutes.

Wood Watcher works with only 1 person (ex: the crane operator) for 1 minute.

3. Instant report generation. Forget manually entering wood diameters using pen and paper or excel data input. Wood Watcher generates a basic .csv file or

excel .xlsx file or .pdf file instantly.

4. Reduce human input error. We are human and we make mistakes when measuring, when inputting data or when reporting data. When using Wood

Watcher all human errors are minimized.

5. Satisfied and confident customers. Both sellers/suppliers and buyers need to be able to measure and verify each other’s claims. With Wood Watcher

volumes can be measured objectively as many times as needed and the measurement ba used as proof.

6. Data sharing. Compliance audit. Real-time inventory overview. Digital Transformation. With Wood Watcher, data can be shared between systems and

stored in the Cloud making it easily accessible and retrievable.
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All digital data can be integrated with Wood Watcher Inventory System or using the company's existing inventory and management system.

Individual measurement data can be improved and customized to business needs and best practices with extra metadata: GPS, source, destination, transport id

and more.

Wood Watcher provides automation, digitalization, precision, confidence, transparency, traceability, objectivity, and increases productivity when measuring

wood.
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PODROBNOSTI

IZVOR LESA

Gozd

POTENCIAL ZA MOBILIZACIJO

--

TIP LESA

Okrogli les TRAJNOST - VREDNOST

Zelo pozitivno

VRSTA OBRAVNAVANEGA LESA

--

ENOSTAVNOST IZVEDBE

Wood Watcher is available right now for download on Android, iPhone, and

iPad. You get 10 free credits and you pay per measurement as you use the

software.

VPLIV NA OKOLJE IN BIODIVERZITETO

Wood Watcher contributes to sustainable and responsible forestry by

promoting automation, digitalization, precision, confidence, transparency,

traceability, objectivity.

 

 

ENOSTAVNOST IZVEDBE - OCENJEVANJE

Very Easy

VPLIV NA PRIHODKE

--

KLJUčNI PREDPOGOJI

--

POTENCIAL IZKORIščANJA

--

VRSTA DOGODKA, NA KATEREM JE BIL PREDSTAVLJEN TA BPI

--

VOZLIščE

--

VPLIV NA DELOVNA MESTA

--
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GOSPODARSKI VPLIV

--

STROšKI IZVEDBE (EURO - €)

--

POTREBNO SPECIFIčNO ZNANJE

--
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VEč
PODROBNOSTI

IZZIV

5. Izboljšanje gospodarske in ekološke učinkovitosti

gozdne oskrbovalne verige

DOMENA

Inventura, ocena, monitoring

Sečnja in spravilo, infrastruktura, logistika

TIP REšITVE

Senzorji, merilna oprema

KLJUčNE BESEDE

Digital Wood Tracking

Precise Volume

DIGITALNE REšITVE

Da

INOVACIJA

Da

IZVORNA DRžAVA

Avstrija

OBSEG UPORABE

Kontinentalno

ZAčETNO IN KONčNO LETO

2021 -

KONTAKTN
PODATKI

LASTNIK OZ. AVTOR 

Wood Watcher 

Razvan Pistolea 

razvan@digital-dryads.eu 

https://woodwatcher.app/

POROčEVALEC

REFERENCES
AND RESOURCES

SPLETNA STRAN

https://woodwatcher.app/

VIRI 

The forestry industry is changing towards digitalization, precision, and

automation

SPLETNA STRAN PROJEKTA

https://woodwatcher.app/ App Store Download

REFERENCA PROJEKTA

-- Google Play Download
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https://woodwatcher.app/your-wood-watcher-benefits/
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/wood-watcher/id1611586068
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details


LOGOTIP DOBRE PRAKSE
LOGOTIP GLAVNE
ORGANIZACIJE

PROJEKT, V OKVIRU KATEREGA SO BILI ZBRANI OSNOVNI PODATKI

Rosewood 4.0

DATUM OBJAVE

18 Mar 2022

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon

2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No.

862681

A TOOL FROM ROSEWOOD 4.0, DESIGNED AND DEVELOPED BY
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https://www.forestinnovationhubs.rosewood-network.eu/en/node/1297
https://www.forestinnovationhubs.rosewood-network.eu/en/node/1297
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